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Abstract
With the growing prevalence of Internet of Things (IoT) devices and technology, a burgeoning computing paradigm
namely mobile edge computing (MEC) is delicately proposed and designed to accommodate the application requirements
of IoT scenario. In this paper, we focus on the problems of dynamic task scheduling and resource management in MEC
environment, with the specific objective of achieving the optimal revenue earned by edge service providers. While the
majority of task scheduling and resource management algorithms are formulated by an integer programming (IP) problem
and solved in a dispreferred NP-hard manner, we innovatively investigate the problem structure and identify a favorable
property namely totally unimodular constraints. The totally unimodular property further helps to design an equivalent linear
programming (LP) problem which can be efficiently and elegantly solved at polynomial computational complexity. In order
to evaluate our proposed approach, we conduct simulations based on real-life IoT dataset to verify the effectiveness and
efficiency of our approach.

Keywords Internet of Things (IoT) · Mobile edge computing · Task scheduling · Resource management ·
Revenue-optimal

1 Introduction

The Internet of. Things (IoT) is a promising technical field
in recent years, which interconnects a variety of senors and
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other IoT devices over the network enabling themselves to
cooperate with each other and achieve common goals [29].
With the increasing amount and types of IoT devices joining
the network, several IoT technical requirements are newly
put forward. Massive data generated by IoT devices at the
frontend brings challenges for efficient information process-
ing, especially for the particular scenario requiring real-time
data handling (e.g., Internet of Vehicles [10]). Furthermore,
much more intelligent and powerful processing capacity
should be equipped at the edge, and thus helps to provide
various IoT devices (e.g., smart phones, GPS traker, mobile
camera, smart bands, etc.) with diverse services. Therefore,
it necessitates a burgeoning computing paradigm designed
for IoT business and applications, called edge computing.

Edge computing gains much more momentum with the
proliferation of IoT [34]. According to the technical survey
from International Data Corporation (IDC) [39], the global
data generated by IoT devices will be summed up to 180
zettabytes (ZB) by 2025, of which 70% should be processed
at the edge of network. In an edge computing system, job
requests as well as generated data from IoT devices is served
and processed proximally at the edge server. The edge
server is located closer to the IoT device than the centralized
cloud data center, thereby shortening the job response time.
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IoT devices are dispersed in wide area, whose locations are
time-varied with device mobility. The set of accessible edge
servers of each IoT device depends on the current location of
the IoT device and the coverage radius of edge base stations.
With multiple edge servers deployed geographically, job
requests proposed by various IoT devices will be transmitted
to and served at one of their accessible edge servers,
according to a well-designed scheduling strategy.

Since the era of cloud computing, task scheduling and
resource management have always been a high-profile
issue in the academic as well as industrial community [3]
[24]. It mainly focuses on how to schedule the incoming
job requests across multiple resource units of a cloud
cluster, and there is no difference on scheduling costs when
dispatching jobs to various resource units. Nevertheless, the
problem of task scheduling and resource management looks
different in the context of edge computing, summarized as
the following two points.

• Uneven ross-layer data transmission latency: Each IoT
device can always have multiple accessible edge ser-
verswithheterogeneousdata transmission distances.Be-
cause of heterogeneous data transmission distances, la-
tency on data transmission to different edge server va-
ries. Therefore, uneven data transmission latency needs
to be taken into accountwhen determiningwhich of edge
servers should be dispatched to the job request [5, 6]. It
would incur less scheduling costs on data transmission
if the job request is scheduled to a closer edge server.
Otherwise, it would cost more on data transmission.

• Asynchrony in cross-layer job dynamics: The principle
of First-Come-First-Served is a simplified but widely
recognized assumption in the scheduling design.
According to the principle of First-Come-First-Served,
the job request proposed earlier should be queued
ahead and processed in prior. In the edge computing
system, however, heterogeneity of data transmission
latency results in the dissatisfaction of First-Come-
First-Served. Thanks to the shorter data transmission
latency, the job request proposed later than other IoT
devices may be arrived at the dispatched edge server
earlier, further holding the service priority. It embodies
the asynchrony in cross-layer job dynamics, which
makes the problem of task scheduling intractable in the
edge environment.

In this paper, we put forward a cross-edge task
scheduling and resource management algorithm for edge
computing, whose objective is to maximize the edge
providers’ revenue. Each IoT device proposes a batch job
request formed by several tasks, together with the associated
budget. Through our task scheduling and resource allocation

algorithm, edge providers can make their efforts to
accomplish all of the tasks within job request, further
earning the maximum revenue from job budgets.

The discrete nature of our task scheduling and resource
management problem makes it challenging to solve out.
Task scheduling problem is essentially a combinatorial
problem while the resource capacity of edge server is
specified by the number of instances. Hence, our problem
is inherently an integer programming (IP) problem, which
is generally NP-hard [16]. In order to solve out our
problem efficiently, we find out the favorable property
of totally unimodular constraints [16], which provides
integral optimum guarantee for linear programming (LP).
Thanks to this favorable property, we take advantage of
λ−technique [26] to conduct equivalent LP transformation
of our original IP problem. The effectiveness and efficiency
of our proposed approach is validated through simulations
based on real-life IoT dataset.

The original contribution of our work is threefold as
follows.

• According to the layered structure of edge computing
paradigm, we formulate the cross-edge job processing
framework in an edge-enabled IoT system. Computa-
tional resource capacity of edge servers, heterogeneity
of job requests, overlapped signal coverage of edge
base stations and device mobility are fully taken in
consideration.

• On the basis of system formulation, a cross-edge
task scheduling and resource management algorithm
is carefully designed, which achieves the optimal
revenue earned by edge providers. In virtue of discrete
characteristics of original problem formulation, we
conduct equivalent LP transformation by means of
totally unimodular constraints [16] and λ−technique
[26]. Therefore, IoT jobs can be scheduled efficiently.

• We conduct simulations based on a real-world dataset of
base stations and end users in the Melbourne CBD
area [17] to verify our proposed approach. Besides,
the effectiveness of our scheduling algorithm is
demonstrated with a comparison with state-of-art
polices.

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we survey the related work most pertinent to
this paper. In Section 3, the fundamental notations of edge
computing model are given, based on which the problem
of task scheduling and resource management is formulated.
Section 4 firstly introduces the overall framework of
our task scheduling and resource management algorithm,
and then conducts equivalent LP transformation aimed to
solve our problem with high efficiency. In Section 5, we
perform experiments based on real-life IoT dataset to verify
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3 Systemmodel and problem formulation

3.1 Fundamental notations

System overview We consider an MEC system for IoT
services, which consists of N mobile IoT devices and M

edge servers. The time horizon is discretized into time slots
with the length of τ , indexed by t . Each mobile IoT device
moves across time slots, and arbitrarily decides whether to
propose the job request at each time slot τ . The job request
from mobile IoT devices is firstly pre-processed in local,
then is transmitted to the dispatched edge servers for remote
execution.

Tasks within the job request are regulated to be scheduled
to edge servers at each decision time slot Γ . Resources
allocated to the job request are also determined while
scheduling. System operator is responsible to configure the
length of decision time slot Γ based on the actual situation,
which may cover one or more units of time slot τ . At each
decision time slot Γ , task requests proposed by mobile IoT



of resource instances at time slot t may have been allocated
to previous job requests when conducting task scheduling
to incoming job requests, the available number of resource
instances at time slot Rj (t) is no greater than the overall
resource capacity Aj , as formulated by Rj (t)



Table 1 Summary of notations

Notation Definition

t, τ index, length of time slot

Γ index of decision time slot

i, N, N index, number, set of mobile IoT devices

j, M, M index, number, set of edge servers/base stations

Bi budget proposed by IoT device i’s job request

Lj maximum distance of signal coverage for edge server/base stations j

Mi set of accessible edge servers/base stations for IoT device i

Nj set of affiliated IoT devices within signal coverage for edge server/base stations j

μlc
i , μrc

i number of CPU cycles to IoT device i’s job request for local computation, remote computation at edge site

fi, fM CPU frequency of IoT device i, edge server

τ lc
i , τ rc

i local computational latency, remote computational latency at edge site for IoT device i’s job request

δrc
i data size to IoT device i’s job request for remote computation at edge site

wi, hi , pi channel bandwidth, channel power gain, wireless transmit power of IoT device i

σ noise power at edge site

dtr
i,j , τ

tr
i,j data transmission distance, latency between IoT device i and edge server j

τmax
i maximum expected job completion time for IoT device i’s job request

Ti,j set of available time slots for remote execution at edge server j for IoT device i’s job request

Aj , Rj (t) number of edge server j ’s overall resource instances, available resource instances at time slot t

k, Rj (t) index, set of possible resource allocations for edge server j at time slot t

αi,j (t) number of edger server j ’s resource instances allocated to IoT device i’s job request at the time slot t

λk
i,j (t) real decision variables generated by λ-technique [26] in LP transformation

operator according to the actual situation, including one or
more units of time slot t .

In this work, task scheduling is conducted with the
objective of optimizing the revenue earned by edge
providers, which is specifically maximizing the summation
of each edge provider j ∈ M’s revenue. The overall
revenue is earned from the submitted budgets Bi of all
N mobile IoT devices. As described in Section 3.1, it
is proportional to the task completion ratio within the
maximum expected job completion time τmax

i , formulated
as Eq. 4.

∑
i∈N

∑
j∈Mi

τmax
i∑

t=τ lc
i +τ tr

i,j

Bi

τ rc
i

· αi,j (t) (4)

Given the limited resource capacity of edger servers at
each time slot t , the total amount of allocated resources of
each edge server j ∈ M cannot excess its resource capacity,
formulated as the following constraint (5) regarding the
resource capacity of edge servers.

∑
i∈Nj

αi,j (t) ≤ Rj (t) ∀j ∈ M, ∀t ∈ Ti,j (5)

Besides, it is obvious that the task completion ratio within
the maximum expected job completion time τmax

i should be

no greater than 1. The constraint about task completion ratio
is formulated as Eq. 6.

∑
j∈Mi

τmax
i∑

t=τ lc
i +τ tr

i,j

αi,j (t)

τ rc
i

≤ 1 ∀i ∈ N (6)

Through combining the optimization objective with
the above-mentioned constraints, our problem of task
scheduling and resource management in MEC system can
be formulated formally and mathematically as follows.

max
αi,j (t)

∑
i∈N

∑
j∈Mi

τmax
i∑

t=τ lc
i +τ tr

i,j

Bi

τ rc
i

· αi,j (t) (7)

subject to,∑
i∈Nj

αi,j (t) ≤ Rj (t) ∀j ∈ M, ∀t ∈ Ti,j (8)

∑
j∈Mi

τmax
i∑

t=τ lc
i +τ tr

i,j

αi,j (t) ≤ τ rc
i ∀i ∈ N (9)

αi,j (t) ∈ Rj (t) ∀i ∈ N , ∀j ∈ Mi , ∀t ∈ Ti,j (10)
where Rj (t) denotes the set of all possible resource
allocations {0, 1, . . . , Rj (t)}, and Ti,j indicates the set of
available time slots for remote execution refering to {τ lc

i +
τ tr
i,j , τ

lc
i + τ tr

i,j + 1, ..., τmax
i }.
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The optimization problem defined above is an integer
programming (IP) problem, which is generally NP-hard
[16] to solve out. In order to schedule job requests in
an efficient manner, we try to explore and make use of
favorable techniques overcoming the challenges on problem
solving, which will be introduced in detail in Section 4.

4 Algorithm design

In this section, we firstly outline the task scheduling and
resource management framework in MEC system, and then
concentrate on the equivalent LP transformation aimed to
solve our problem efficiently. Theoretical analyses on the
effectiveness and computational complexity are given as
well.

4.1 Task scheduling framework overview

Algorithm 1 illustrates the pseudo code of cross-edge task
scheduling algorithm achieving optimal earning. When the
job request proposed by mobile IoT device is scheduled,
the number of allocated resource instances is determined as
well. The procedure of task scheduling is conducted round
by round with decision time slot Γ .

At each decision time slot Γ , task scheduler firstly
receives the job requests submitted by N mobile IoT
devices during the last decision time slot, with location
of mobile IoT device and other device information (e.g.,
Bi, τ

max
i , etc.) collected as well. According to the current

location of mobile IoT device and signal coverage of edge
base stations, the set of its accessible edge servers/base
stations (i.e., Mi) is obtained. Then, it is high time to
perform LP solving aimed to acquire the results of task
scheduling and resource allocation α. How to apply LP
techniques to solve the task scheduling problem (7) will be
fully discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

When scheduling the job requests according to α, edge
providers will earn the maximum revenue from budgets.
Since edge servers’ resource capacity is limited, part
of tasks within the job request may be rejected and
unscheduled. The reason for task rejection is a less budget
offering Bi with a strict requirement for maximum expected
job completion time τmax

i . The mobile IoT device having
rejected task is suggested to re-submit its unscheduled
tasks with more budget added or a relaxed requirement for
maximum expected job completion time τmax

i .
With the resources allocated to job requests, each edge

server’s resource capacity at different time slots should be
updated. If the number of resource instances αi,j (t) of edge
server j is allocated to the job request i at time slot t ,
then the edge server j ’s resource capacity at time slot t

will be reduced by αi,j (t) number of resource instances,

in preparation for the next round of task scheduling at the
decision time slot of Γ = Γ + 1.

4.2 Integral optimum guarantee

A linear programming problem can yield an optimal solu-
tion in integers, if its coefficient matrix is total unimodular
(TU) [16]. In our problem setting, we investigate the coef-
ficient matrix of linear constraints (8) and (9), testifying
whether to satisfy the TU property. The coefficient matrix
is denoted by an r-by-c matrix Cr×c.

The matrixCr×c is said to be total unimodular, if it meets
the following two conditions: (1) Any of it entries ax,y in
Cr×c belongs to {−1, 0, 1}; (2) There exist two disjoint
row subsets R1 and R2 exactly partitioning the row set
{1,r



Proof : Suppose that the matrix Cr×c represents the
coefficient matrix formed by the constraints (8) and (9),
where the numbers of rows and columns are respectively
denoted by r and c, specifically formulated by Eqs. 11 and
12. The number of rows represents the total number of
constraints, where r1 and r2 separately indicate the number
of constraints (8) and (9). The number of columns shows the
dimension of the variable α.

r = r1 + r2

=
⎡
⎣ ∑

j∈M

∑
i∈Nj

(
τmax
i − τ lc

i − τ tr
i,j + 1

)⎤
⎦ + N (11)

c =
∑
i∈N

∑
j∈Mi

(
τmax
i − τ lc

i − τ tr
i,j + 1

)
(12)

Firstly, any entry of coefficient matrix Cr×c belongs to
{0, 1}, satisfying the Condition 1 where any matrix entry is
either -1, 0, or 1.

Secondly, in terms of the Condition 2, the entries of rows
which belong to the row subset {1, 2, ..., r1} are elected as
the set R1. As well, the remaining entries of rows form up
another set R2, satisfying R1

⋂
R2 = ∅. Each entry in the

coefficient matrix Cr×c is denoted by ax,y , where x and
y are the index of matrix’s row and column. In view of
the constraints (8), it is pointed out that the summation of
entries grouped by columns in rows R1 is a 1 × c vector
whose entries are 1, formulated by Eq. 13. With respect
to the constraints (9), as such, the summation of entries
grouped by columns in rows R1 is also a 1 × c vector with
all entries equal to 1, expressed as (14). Through integrating
(13) and (14) into account, we conclude that the coefficient
matrix Cr×c satisfies the Condition 2 specified as Eq. 15.∑
x∈R1

ax,y = 1, ∀y ∈ {1, 2, ..., c} (13)

∑
x∈R2

ax,y = 1, ∀y ∈ {1, 2, ..., c} (14)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
x∈R1

ax,y −
∑
x∈R2

ax,y

∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0 ≤ 1, ∀y ∈ {1, 2, ..., c} (15)

In brief, it is summarized that the coefficient matrix
Cr×c both satisfies two conditions for total unimodularity,
proving that the coefficient matrix formed by the constraints
of Eqs. 8 and 9 satisfies the total unimodular (TU)
property.

Lemma 1 provides the legitimacy of linear relaxation on
the integer constraints (10). Our task scheduling problem (7)
has integral optimum as long as any optimum exists. The
integer constraints (10)’s relaxation is formulated as Eq. 16.

αi,j (t) ∈ [
0, Rj (t)

] ∀i ∈ N , ∀j ∈ Mi , ∀t ∈ Ti,j (16)

4.3 Equivalent LP transformation

With the problem structure of TU constraints exploited,
we further take advantage of λ-technique to transform
the IP problem (7) to an equivalent linear programming
(LP) problem which has the same optimal solution [26].
Thanks to the success of equivalent LP transformation,
our scheduling problem (7) can be solved efficiently in
polynomial time with the problem scale.

Recall that a decision variable αi,j (t) ∈ Rj (t) =
{0, 1, ..., Rj (t)}, then the objective function (4) can be
linearized with the λ-representation as follows.

∑
i∈N

∑
j∈Mi

τmax
i∑

t=τ lc
i +τ tr

i,j

Rj (t)∑
k=0

Bi

τ rc
i

· k · λk
i,j (t) (17)

In specific, each of integer variable αi,j (t) in our IP
problem (7) is removed by sampling at each of its possible
value k ∈ Rj (t), weighted by the newly introduced
variables λk

i,j (t) ∈ R
+, satisfying the following equations.

αi,j (t) =
Rj (t)∑
k=0

k · λk
i,j (t),

Rj (t)∑
k=0

λk
i,j (t) = 1 (18)

λk
i,j (t) ∈ R

+, ∀k ∈ Rj (t) (19)

Combining with linear relaxation on integer constraints
(10), the equivalent LP problem is obtained as follows.

max
αi,j (t), λk

i,j (t)

∑
i∈N

∑
j∈Mi

τmax
i∑

t=τ lc
i +τ tr

i,j

Rj (t)∑
k=0

Bi

pi

· k · λk
i,j (t) (20)

subject to,

∑
i∈Nj

Rj (t)∑
k=0

k · λk
i,j (t) ≤ Rj (t) ∀j ∈ M, ∀t ∈ Ti,j (21)

∑
j∈Mi

τmax
i∑

t=τ lc
i +τ tr

i,j

Rj (t)∑
k=0

k · λk
i,j (t) ≤ τ rc

i ∀i ∈ N (22)

Rj (t)∑
k=0

λk
i,j (t) = 1 ∀i ∈ N , ∀j ∈ Mi , ∀t ∈ Ti,j (23)

αi,j (t), λk
i,j (t) ∈ R

+ ∀i ∈ N , ∀j ∈ Mi ,

∀k ∈ Rj (t), ∀t ∈ Ti,j

(24)

Theorem 1 An optimal solution to problem (7) is an
optimal solution to problem (20), which can be solved

1



Proof : According to Lemma 1, the coefficient matrix with
the TU property ensures the integral optimum of the LP
problem (20), which is also the optimal solution to the IP
problem (7).

Reference to the literature [2], an LP problem can be
solved in time that is polynomial with the problem’s input
size (i.e., number of variables and constraints) using existing
methodologies like the interior-point, simplex, and ellipsoid
algorithms. Note that, the number of λ-varibles in the
LP problem (20) is O(NMT ∗R∗), where T ∗ and R∗ are
formulated as Eq. 25. And the number of constraints of
Eqs. 21–23 is O(NMT ∗).

T ∗ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣

⋃
i∈N ,j∈Mi

Ti,j

∣∣∣∣∣∣ , R∗ = max
j∈M

Aj (25)

In summary, the LP problem (20) can be solved at
polynomial computational complexity of O(NMT ∗R∗).
Thanks the optimum equivalence between problem (7) and
(20) proved earlier, the optimal solution of problem (7)
which is formulated by IP can be worked out at polynomial
computational complexity in the number of mobile IoT
devices (i.e. N) and edge servers (i.e., M), through LP
solving.

By Theorem 1, our task scheduling problem (7) can
be precisely solved with a polynomial computational
complexity in the scale of MEC system, including the
number of mobile IoT devices and edge servers. Henceforth,
the revenue-optimal task scheduling results in MEC system
can be solved with efficient LP algorothms (e.g., interior-
point, simplex, and ellipsoid algorithms, etc.) and solvers
(e.g., IBM CPLEX [1], YALMIP [21]).

5 Evaluation

5.1 Experimental setup

In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed cross-
edge task scheduling algorithm, we conduct experiments
whose scenario is simulated based on the geolocation
information of base stations and users within the Melbourne
CBD area in the EUA dataset [17]. Twenty of base
stations are randomly selected from the EUA dataset and
applied as edge server/base stations in our experiments.
The geolocation information of users in the EUA dataset
is used as the initial location of mobile IoT devices, and
the mobility of IoT devices is implemented according to a
Gaussian random walk model.

In Table 2, the values of main system parameters
are presented, where the parameters of Li , Bi , τmax

i are
randomly generated within the with respect to each mobile

Table 2 Experimental parameter setting

Param. Value Param. Value

τ 2 ms � Γ 50 ms

wi 1.5 Mbps pi 1 W �

σ 10−13 W � δrc
i 2,000 bits

Li 550 - 750 m Bi 10 - 15 pence

Aj 5 τmax
i 140 - 155 ms

IoT device. Parameters marked with � are configured
according to [25], while other parameters are set after
our in-depth investigation. Experiments are carried out in
MATLABwith the aid of the YALMIP optimization toolbox
[21] to invoke IBM CPLEX solver [1] used for LP problem
solving.

5.2 Experimental results

With the purpose of verifying the effectiveness of our
proposed approach, we compare our cross-layer task
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